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Abstract
One current challenge related to computational fracture mechanics is the modeling of ductile fracture and
in particular the damage to crack transition. On the one hand, continuum damage models, especially in their
non-local formulation which avoids the loss of solution uniqueness, can capture the material degradation
process up to the localization of the damage, but are unable to represent a discontinuity in the structure.
On the other hand cohesive zone methods can represent the process zone at the crack tip governing the
crack propagation, but cannot account for the diffuse material damaging process.
In this paper we propose to combine, in a small deformations setting, a non-local elastic damage model
with a cohesive zone model. This combination is formulated within a discontinuous Galerkin finite element
discretization. Indeed this DG weak formulation can easily be developed in a non-local implicit form and
naturally embeds interface elements that can be used to integrate the traction separation law of the cohesive
zone model. The method remains thus consistent and computationally efficient as compared to other cohesive
element approaches.
The effects of the damage to crack transition and of the mesh discretization are respectively studied
on the compact tension specimen and on the double-notched specimen, demonstrating the efficiency and
accuracy of the method.
Keywords: Continuous damage mechanics, fracture, cohesive zone method, damage to crack transition,
discontinuous Galerkin method
1. Introduction
Two approach families dedicated to failure analyzes of ductile materials are traditionally used: the
continuous and discontinuous approaches. Continuous approaches, as the continuous damage mechanics
(CDM) [1, 2, 3, e.g ], describe the material degradation process through the evolution of internal variables.
An important issue of CDM approaches in their local form is that strain-softening leads to an ill-posed
problem, and consequently the numerical results suffer from pathological localization and strong mesh-
dependency. This ill-posedness can be avoided by applying some regularization techniques, as a non-local
model [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, e.g.] or a gradient enhanced model [9]. On the contrary, discontinuous approaches,
which are typically used in fracture mechanics, model the crack in a discrete way. In uncracked parts of
the body, the mechanical properties of the material are assumed intact, i.e. the degradation and softening
of the material are not considered, while this degradation is modeled through the crack propagation. The
progressive degradation process occurring in the process zone at crack tip can be modeled by the cohesive
zone model (CZM) [10, 11] through the shape of the cohesive law, also called traction separation law (TSL),
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which describes the irreversible evolution of the traction exerted between the crack lips in terms of the crack
opening.
Both continuous and discontinuous models can be considered in the finite element (FE) framework.
On the one hand, with continuous approaches, a classical FE discretization (possibly formulated in a non-
local way) can be directly used. On the other hand, when dealing with discontinuous approaches as the
CZM, the FE discretization requires to be modified to account for a description of the crack. The three
most popular methods to represent the crack are (i) the extended finite element method (xFEM) [12, 13],
(ii) the embedded localization method (EFEM) [14], and (iii) the use of interface elements. For the two
first approaches, the crack can be represented in an arbitrary existing FE mesh through global or local
enrichment and can also integrate a CZM [15]. For the third approach, the crack propagates at the boundary
of adjacent FEs and is modeled by the insertion of interface or cohesive elements [16]. When an assumed
criterion is reached, the cohesive elements allow shifting from a continuous form into a discontinuous one
to integrate the TSL. The TSL can be intrinsic in which case the cohesive elements are inserted since the
very beginning of the simulation, and they should thus represents the pre-cracked stage under the form of a
penalty response [17, 18], which makes the method not consistent and suffering from a mesh dependency [19].
This has motivated the use of extrinsic cohesive laws (ECL) which represent the fracturing response only,
and for which cohesive elements are inserted at the fracture onset [20, 21]. Nevertheless the computational
efficiency of the extrinsic approach is still challenging for 3D parallel applications as it requires mesh topology
modifications on the fly. An energetically rigorous and computationally efficient way to introduce a CZM is
to combine the extrinsic cohesive law with a discontinuous Galerkin (DG) approach [22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27].
With this hybrid DG/ECL method, interface elements are inserted between bulk elements at the beginning
of the simulation, but the consistency and continuity during the pre-fracture stage are ensured by having
recourse to the DG interface terms, contrarily to a classical intrinsic CZM.
When considered separately, continuous and discontinuous approaches are unable to model with high
accuracy the fracture process of ductile materials. This process within a material often begins with a global
interaction of all the pre-existing microscopic defects followed by their growth in strain concentration areas,
until the coalescence of some defects creates a macroscopic crack. On the one hand, this cannot be modeled
by the sole recourse to a discontinuous approach such as the CZM since the degradation process cannot
be modeled with the same accuracy as with a CDM. On the other hand, a CDM can capture the damage
diffusion stage, the damage evolution in a process zone, and finally the localization of the damage. However,
without introducing a crack, large element distortions arise as a result of the stress-carrying capacity loss
of the constitutive material response. These large element distortions not only disagree with the physical
reality but also hurt the numerical convergence of the simulations. Moreover, because of the non-local or
gradient enhanced formulation, the excessive strain on the fictitious crack surface leads to an unrealistic
extension of the damage field. These problems motivated the introduction of a crack when using a non-local
CDM, either by remeshing techniques when the damage is close to one [28, 29], or by having recourse to an
xFEM scheme [30, 31, 32], but with a loss of energy. The remeshing technique or a method implying a loss
of energy can remain accurate when the crack introduction physically occurs for damage values close to one,
but this is not necessarily the case for ductile materials for which the failure was observed experimentally
for lower values of the damage. Finally the crack could also be introduced in a local CDM using an EFEM
upon loss of ellipticity [33] or using the thick level set approach [34] in which case the damage becomes
non-local in the sense of being averaged over a certain thickness in the wake of the front.
Despite these achievements, a practical and efficient implementation of the damage to crack transition
problem is still challenging. The objective of this paper is to establish an efficient numerical framework for
fracture simulations in which the transition from damage to crack is carried out based on the preservation
of dissipated energies. The implicit damage model [5, 6, 7, 8] is chosen as the continuous description since it
can simulate the damage evolution and strain softening phenomena. The CZM is integrated in the hybrid
DG/ECL to model the discontinuous stage. Finally, upon damage to crack transition, the TSL of the CZM
is defined to respect the equivalence between the fracture energy of the non-local damage and cohesive crack
following the work in [35, 36, 37]. Note that this theoretical framework has already been used for brittle
materials to define the transition from a non-local implicit CDM to a CZM embedded in the XFEM method
[38] and the transition from a gradient enhanced damage model to an intrinsic cohesive crack in a predefined
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direction (mode I) [39].
The implementation of the method is made efficient because of the choice of the hybrid DG/ECL to
integrate the CZM. Indeed, the method offers many advantages: (i) The method can efficiently be integrated
in a parallel FE code and remains scalable for a high number of processors (a few thousands [23]); (ii) The
method does not require complex modifications of the FE code (no modification of the volume elements
required); (iii) As the non-local damage-enhanced elasto-plastic material behavior is fully resolved at the
interface, it is possible to define a damage to crack criterion based on the stress, damage or pressure fields,
allowing multiple crack initiation/propagation to occur. However the DG approach suffers from a higher
number of degrees of freedom, which is strengthened by the fine mesh required by the use of CZM. Indeed as
the crack has to follow the element boundary, a fine mesh is required to ensure convergence of the crack path
and dissipation energy, at least for unstructured meshes [40, 41]. However a fine mesh is always required to
capture complex crack propagation, whatever the discretization technique used, and in the particular case
of the DG method this drawback is mitigated by the high scalability of the method.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the theoretical formalism to construct a TSL from a CDM
when a transition has been decided is developed based on the existing theoretical background of energetic
equivalence between the two concepts [35, 36, 37]. We also propose a transition criterion based on the
effective stress state, which avoids elements blow-up during the numerical simulation. The consistent and
computationally efficient implementation of the non-local implicit CDM-CZM hybrid method is developed
within a DG framework in Section 3. A staggered explicit-direct resolution scheme [29] of the finite element
model which comprise displacement and non-local degrees of freedom is then proposed in a parallel setting
in Section 4. Section 5 illustrates the efficiency of the hybrid non-local implicit DG/ extrinsic cohesive
law framework on two standard problems. First the effect of the damage to crack transition criterion is
investigated on a compact tension specimen (CTS). It is shown that the introduction of the crack does
not modify the loading part of the structural response. Then, the effect of the mesh size is studied by
considering the double-notched specimen (DNS) test which is characterized by the initiation of a crack at
the two notches. These initiations are well captured by the method and the structural response is found to
be insensitive to the mesh size.
2. Non-local damage continuum to cohesive discontinuity transition model
In this section, the construction of an energetically consistent TSL when one decides to shift from CDM
to a CZM is studied. First the theoretical background of both the CZM and the implicit non-local CDM
are briefly summarized. Then the main results developed in [35, 36, 37] to derive the equivalence between
the energy dissipated with both models are given. Based on this we construct a TSL in the particular case
of the scalar elastic damage model expressed in a 1D implicit gradient setting. The application to the 3D
case and the transition criterion are finally developed in this section.
2.1. Constitutive models
The theoretical backgrounds of the cohesive model and of the non-local continuum damage model are
herein briefly recalled. In particular, emphasis is put on their energetic aspects to introduce the consistent
transition scheme.
2.1.1. Cohesive zone model
The cohesive zone model (CZM) was pioneered by Barenblatt [10] and Dugdale [11] in fracture models
to account for the traction evolution between crack lips during the separation process. During this crack
opening process, the traction t¯ decreases monotonically from the material strength σC until reaching zero at
a critical opening ∆C to model a progressive irreversible damage of the material, see Fig. 1(a). If unloading
happens during this damaging stage the TSL becomes reversible, with a reduced elastic stiffness associated
















Figure 1: Extrinsic cohesive laws: (a) General extrinsic cohesive law characterized by the strength σC, the critical opening ∆C
and the critical energy release rate GC. (b) Construction of a linear extrinsic TSL at the CDM-CZM shift: traction t¯ in terms




C and φS = (1−DT)
∆∗CσC
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are respectively the damage at shift, the strength,
the critical effective opening, and the remaining energy to be dissipated.
The energy dissipated during the irreversible process corresponds to the fracture energy GC per unit





In a finite element context, the surface separation ∆ can be obtained from the discontinuity of the displace-
ment field JuK. The increment of energy dissipation resulting from a crack propagation is given by Griffiths
theory
dΦS = GCdA , (2)
where A is the area of fully opened crack.
2.1.2. Implicit non-local damage model
Let us consider an isothermal elastic case for simplicity. Following the thermodynamical formulation of
the CDM proposed in [42], the free (reversible) energy stored per unit volume, ρψ, of the damaged material




ε : CD (D) : ε , (3)
where CD (D) is the equivalent secant fourth-order tensor of the material response evolving with the damage




= CD : ε , (4)
and the damage energy release rate Y is defined by







: ε ≥ 0 . (5)
The Clausius Duhem inequality constrains the increment of energy dissipated to be positive following
dφ = σ : dε− ρdψ ≥ 0 . (6)
From Eqs. (3-5), one has dψ = −Y dD + σ : dε and this last equation becomes
dφ = Y dD ≥ 0 , (7)
where dD ≥ 0 is the increment of damage. Therefore, in a structure of volume V , the increment of dissipated







(Y dD)dV . (8)
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The damage parameter D evolves according to the deformation history of the material while satisfying a








0 if f < 0 or (f = 0 and df < 0) ;
F (ε) if f = 0 and df = 0 . (9)








0 if f < 0 or (f = 0 and df < 0) ;
F (ε˜) if f = 0 and df = 0 . (10)
These expressions depend on the non-local model considered and on the material response characterized
by a damage model. In this paper we consider the implicit non-local formulation developed in [5, 6] for a
scalar damage model under the assumption of isotropic damage. Although this model remains simplistic it
has been widely studied in the literature, including to consider the damage to crack transition [36, 37], and
calibrated experimentally for short glass-fiber reinforced polymers [6], which allows the application presented
later on to be validated. In a future work it is intended to consider more complex (elasto-plastic) damage
models.
In the scalar damage context CD (D) can be expressed as (1−D)C, where C is the initial elastic tensor
of the virgin material. The effective Cauchy stress σˆ concept [2] is thus recovered from (4) with
σ = (1−D)σˆ = (1−D)C : ε . (11)
The loading function is now expressed as
f (e˜, D, κi) = e˜− κ (D) . (12)
In this function e˜ is a non-local equivalent strain, and κ (D) is a monotonically increasing deformation
history parameter which is initially set to κi, with
κ(t) = max [κi, e˜ (ε, τ) |τ ≤ t] , (13)
where t is the history parameter. The damage evolution (10) was approximated, by integration, for short










where κi is the initial value of κ triggering the damage evolution, the critical historical parameter κC defines
the value of κ for which the damage D reaches its ultimate value 1, and where the other material coefficients
are α and β.






while the non-local equivalent strain e˜ results from the resolution of the Helmholtz-type equation:
e˜− c∇2e˜ = e . (16)
In this equation
√
c is the characteristic size of the material. The governing Eq. (16) is completed be the






= 0 , (17)
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W (y;x)e(y)dV , (18)












+WBCG (x;y) , (19)
where the second term has to be particularized with the problem to satisfy the BC (17), see Section 2.2.3
for a 1D application.
Finally, as suggested by Geers et al. [43], instead of using a constant c, a variable c(e) is considered







)nC if e ≤ eC
c0 if e > eC
, (20)
which is referred to as the gradient activity in their work.1
Note that an anisotropic version of the non-local implicit equations (16) and (17) exists for composite
materials, e.g. [45].
2.2. Energetic equivalence between CDM and CZM
In this part, the main results developed in [35, 36, 37] are first recalled in a general case, before being
particularized to a 1D problem. This 1D solution is then exploited to construct the TSL upon transition
from a CDM to a CZM providing this transition occurs after the strain softening onset. Finally the particular
case of an exponential non-local damage model is treated for illustration purpose.
2.2.1. Theoretical background
Let us first analyze the similarities of the two approaches for fracture problems. CDM uses damage areas
to simulate the degradation of materials and cracks are usually represented by fully damaged (e.g. D = 1.0)
zones. The CZM uses fictitious cracks to reflect locally damaged materials until the total opening of the
crack is achieved, which happens when the traction t¯ between the crack surfaces vanishes. Both methods
describe the progressive loss of stress carrying capacity of the material in the process zone. During this
process, the equivalence of the two models must be thermodynamically acceptable.
Since the energy equivalence requires the two increments of dissipated energy for the CZM dΦS (2) and







However, the CZM defines the initiation of crack as soon as the traction t¯ reaches the material strength
σC, after which the process enters the crack propagation stage. Hence, the cohesive zone model can only
reflect the energy dissipated during the crack propagation, which means that Eq. (21) only holds for
crack propagation, while with a CDM the crack initiation and propagation are all governed by the damage
evolution without explicit separation of these two cracking stages. Therefore, in order to derive the TSL
of the cohesive model equivalent to the damage model, the energy dissipation during crack initiation and
propagation needs to be separated in the damage model.
1This model leads to one more freedom on each node in its finite element implementation. Here to simplify the implemen-
tation and to reduce the system size, we use the local equivalent strain obtained at the previous time step to calculate the
characteristic length, say c = c(en) during the time interval [tn, tn+1] of the simulation.
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In the work of Cazes et al. [37], the total energy dissipated during the damaging process, Φ, is divided
into two parts, the volume dissipation Φvol and the localized dissipation Φloc,
Φ = Φvol + Φloc . (22)
The volume dissipation Φvol refers to the situation prior to localization, when the only existing damage is
the diffuse damage. After localization, the localized damage zone tends to unload the material in its vicinity
and the energy dissipation comes from the damage zone only. Thus dΦvol = 0 and we have
dΦS = dΦloc = dΦ . (23)
This relation linking the increments of dissipated energy can be used to construct the TSL of the CZM from
the knowledge of the damage model. Let us assume a transition from the CDM to the CZM happening
for a damage value DT, after localization has occurred. In that case, the energy that has to be dissipated
through the TSL satisfies
ΦS = Φ− Φvol − ΦDZ = Φloc − ΦDZ , (24)
where ΦDZ is the energy already dissipated due to the CDM model in the damaged zone when D ≤ DT.
In this description a regularized damage model, as the implicit non-local model, must be used to obtain a
reliable energy dissipation during damaging process without mesh-dependence.
These energy dissipation relations between damage and cohesive zone models are now studied in the
simple 1D setting of a bar under tension.
2.2.2. One-dimensional setting
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(b) Force-elongation curve with CDM
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(c) CZM constructed from the CDM
Figure 2: Equivalence between the CZM and the CDM just after localization has occurred. (a) 1D bar of cross-section A and
with the strain localizing at x0. (b-c) Construction of the full CZM TSL from the force-elongation curve obtained with the
CDM. The total localization energy, Φloc, of the damage law is the surface area of the force-displacement curve beyond strain
softening and should correspond to the dissipation energy of the TSL, ΦS.
A bar of cross-section A is subjected to a traction loading Aσ. The length of the bar is L and the strain
localization is assumed to start at a predefined point x0, see Fig. 2(a). A CZM can be constructed to be
equivalent to the CDM, once the strain softening onset is reached, meaning that the damage law could be
substituted by a CZM at the strain softening onset when the damage localization zone has just been formed.
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Let us first consider the continuum elastic model. Using Eqs. (3-4), the free energy of the bar pictured










Assuming an isothermal process, the energy dissipation increment for the CDM can be calculated from




(σdε− εdσ)dx , (26)
where Wint is the work of internal forces of the whole structure, see [37] for details.
The corresponding discontinuous configuration is a bar of homogeneous strain εhom with a displacement
jump JuK at x = x0, see Fig. 2(a). In this one-dimensional case, the compatibility of the displacement leads






as shown in Fig. 2(a). The free energy Ψ of this discontinuous configuration can be calculated from two




At¯ JuK , (28)












as the strain is uniform in the bar. During the strain softening stage the energy dissipation only results from
the surface discontinuity, which yields using (28)
dΦS = At¯d JuK− dΨS = A
2
(t¯d JuK− JuKdt¯) , (30)
see [37] for details.
In order to compare (26) to (30) in the 1D case of uniform σ, the differentiation of Eq. (27) can be
introduced in Eq. (26). Beyond strain localization, there is an elastic unloading over the continuous volume




(σd JuK)− JuKdσ) . (31)
Comparing (31) to (30), we verify dΦ = dΦS, see Figs. 2(b) and 2(c), when σ = t¯. For this one-
dimensional case, it appears that to construct a cohesive law from the non-local damage model, the traction
t¯ should be equal to the uniform tension σ in the bar and the surface separation should be computed from
Eq. (27).
2.2.3. Construction of the TSL upon transition from a CDM to a CZM in a one-dimensional setting
Let us consider a bar in tension, see Fig. 3(a). For a practical application of the CZM the parameters
which allow defining the TSL are the total dissipated energy ΦS and the maximum tension max(t¯) at the
starting point of the cohesive law. Thus it becomes straightforward to construct a cohesive law when we
decide to shift from the CDM to CZM at a given damage value, such as DT, if this value is beyond the
strain softening onset. Indeed, on the one hand the maximum tension max(t¯) is directly obtained from the
stress σT reached at D = DT, see Figs. 3(b) and 3(c), and on the other hand the total dissipation energy
ΦS characterizing the TSL, see Fig. 3(c), is computed using Eq. (24) from the force-displacement curve of
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(b) Force-elongation curve with CDM, def-
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(c) CZM after transition from CDM at DT
Figure 3: Equivalence between a CZM and the CDM for a transition happening during the strain softening. (a) 1D bar of
cross-section A and with the strain localizing at x0. After strain softening onset the strain is no longer homogeneous in the
bar and the opening JuKDT is different from the opening JuK defined in Eq. (27) for a homogeneous strain. (b-c) Construction
of the remaining TSL after transition from a CDM. At the transition point the damage has reached a value DT. The total
localization energy, Φloc, of the damage law is the surface area of the force-displacement curve beyond strain softening, the
energy actually dissipated at transition, ΦDZ, is the surface area of the force-displacement curve between the strain softening
and the damage DT, and the difference Φloc − ΦDZ should correspond to the energy dissipation, ΦS, of the TSL.
on Fig. 3(b) as the surface area of the force-displacement curve beyond strain softening, and the energy
actually dissipated, ΦDZ, is depicted on Fig. 3(b) as the surface area of the force-displacement curve between
the strain softening and the damage value DT.
However, contrarily to the case for which the CZM substitutes the CDM at strain softening onset, the
surface separation JuKDT cannot be directly calculated from Eq. (27). Indeed, the strain in the bar is not
homogeneous anymore as the parts of the bar beside the discontinuous surface are in the localizing damage
zone and are thus subjected to a higher damage, see Fig. 3(a). As the stress is uniform in the bar, the strain
in the localization neighborhood is higher. Thus the energy equivalence between the damage model and
the cohesive zone model developed in Section 2.2.2 has to be used to compute the total dissipation energy
ΦS. Considering a shift from a CDM to a CZM for a damage reaching a value DT, assuming the shift has
actually occurred at the strain softening onset this would correspond to an opening JuKT of the equivalent
TSL computed at Section 2.2.2, see Fig. 2(c). The energy ΦS that remains to be dissipated can then be




σT JuKT +A∫ ∞JuKT t¯d JuK . (32)
This value of the energy can now be reported in the new TSL in terms of the real opening JuKDT , see Fig.
3(c).
2.2.4. Application to the case of an exponential non-local damage law
In this section, the problem of calculating the TSL of a cohesive law from a damage model is solved by
particularizing and resolving the equations derived in Section 2.2.3 to the case of an exponential non-local
elastic damage model (14) developed in Section 2.1.2.
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Description of the problem. The most natural way to obtain a cohesive law is to compute a loading–
displacement curve following a damage model, as presented in Fig. 2(b). We need to mention that in the
case of snap–back, the jump of displacement can still be computed through Eq. (27).
Here we use the one-dimensional bar illustrated in Fig. 2(a), characterized by a strain localization
initiated at x = x0. Therefore, the strain localization zone or damage localization zone develops around x0,
while the strain is homogeneous outside of this zone. Considering the implicit gradient enhanced damage
model presented in Section 2.1.2, the equivalent strain e corresponds to the strain ε(x), and the non-local
equivalent strain e˜ evolution is governed by Eq. (16) or by Eq. (18). In order to solve Eq. (18), the weight




= 0 at x = 0 and x = L . (33)
The complete weight function for the 1D bar are thus expressed as [44]

















































]− 1 . (35)
The problem is thus restated as follows
• A one dimensional bar of cross-section A is subjected to a tensile load Aσ, see Fig. 2(a), and the
displacement field satisfies
u(0) = 0 and u(L) = uL , (36)
where L is the length of the bar. The damage zone localizes around x = x0, the local equivalent strain
and non-local equivalent strain in this damage localization zone read
e(x) = ε(x) and e˜(x) =
∫ L
0
W (y;x)e(y)dy , (37)
where W (y;x) is given by Eq. (34). Since the strain is homogeneous out of the damage localization
zone, the local and non-local equivalent strains are homogeneous too, and out of this localization zone
we have
e˜hom = ehom = εhom . (38)
• Considering the damage model presented in Section 2.1.2, we call
Dhom = D(κhom) where κhom = max [κi, e˜hom (τ) |τ ≤ t] , (39)
the diffuse homogeneous damage at current time t out of the localization zone, and we call
D(x) = D (κ (x)) where κ(x) = max [κi, e˜ (x, τ) |τ ≤ t] (40)
the damage distribution in the localization zone. In the 1D setting, the stress is uniform and reads
σ = (1−D(x))Eε(x) = (1−Dhom)Eεhom , (41)
where E is the (undamaged) elastic modulus of the bar.
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• The problem can thus be stated as finding, during the damage evolution D(x0) from 0 to 1, the relation
between the stress σ and the equivalent displacement jump JuK at x0, which derives from (27):





εhomdx = uL − Lεhom . (42)
It is rather difficult to obtain an analytical solution for the implicit gradient enhanced damage problem,
even for the one-dimensional case represented by Eqs. (36-41). Peerlings [5] has derived a semi-analytical
solution in the particular case of a damage law equivalent to perfect plasticity, i.e. when a damage growth
results in a constant stress, but for more complicate material behaviors a numerical solution is required.
An approximate analytical solution for the one dimensional setting. In this paper, to avoid the burden of
resolving a numerical problem we consider an approximate resolution, which allows deriving analytically the
TSL from the damage evolution model.
Toward this end, we assume an analytical non-local equivalent strain field e˜ deduced from a reference
displacement field u(x), with a discontinuity JuK at the point x0. Since this assumed field u(x) needs to
be thermodynamically admissible compared to the displacement field of the non-local damage model, a
straightforward choice of u(x) to evaluate the equivalent non-local strain field is to use the displacement
discontinuity of the cohesive zone model embedded in a the homogeneous strain field:
u(x) = εhomx+ JuKH(x− x0) , (43)
which satisfies (42) and where H(x−x0) is the Heaviside function. The corresponding strain field over [0, L]
reads
ε(x) = εhom + JuK δ(x− x0) , (44)




W (y;x)[εhom + JuK δ(y − x0)]dy = εhom + JuKW (x0;x) . (45)
According to the comparison of results provided by Dufour et al. [46] for a one-dimensional case, the
distribution of the non-local equivalent strain derived from a strong discontinuous approach, as presented
by Eq. (45), matches within a few percents error the results obtained by solving the strict non-local
continuous problem, if the damage is rather high. Hence, we will use this estimation (45) to obtain the
equivalent cohesive law of the non-local model and later to define the transition from a continuous CDM to
a discontinuous CZM.
Now let us consider the Eqs. (41) and (42). The damage Dhom represents the maximum diffuse damage,
which is a constant value during the strain softening stage. Indeed, for a material characterized by given
parameters of its constitutive and damage models, Dhom corresponds to the damage value reached at the
onset of stain softening, and is thus considered as a known variable. The value of Dhom in the system of
Eqs. (39-42) is thus a known value during the strain softening stage. Note that the damage in the damage
zone keeps increasing during the strain softening stage.
With this approximate model, for a given εhom, which is a rather low value during the strain softening
stage as the localized damage values are high, the corresponding displacement jump JuK can be calculated
from the set of Eqs. (39-42) completed by Eq. (45). Therefore, the cohesive law t¯ vs. ∆, which corresponds
to the relation σ vs. JuK in the 1D case, can be constructed for high damage stages.
Application example. As an illustration example we consider the short glass–fiber–reinforced polypropylene
material whose properties are given in the benchmark study in [43]. The considered material has a Young
modulus E of 3.2 GPa, and follows a power damage evolution law (14), with κi = 0.011, κC = 0.5, α = 5.0,
and with β = 0.75. When damage is high, the characteristic length of this material is
√
2 mm according to
















(a) σ vs. ε
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(c) σ vs. Dmax
















(d) φS vs. DT
Figure 4: Approximate resolution of the CDM-TSL transition for short glass–fiber–reinforced polypropylene. (a) Tensile stress-
strain relation for the short glass–fiber–reinforced polypropylene, the strain localization is not considered. (b) The relation
between the traction and displacement jump for an equivalence between the CDM and CZM; (c) Stress in the bar in term
of the maximum value of damage Dmax at x0. Assuming a transition from CDM to CZM for a given value of damage DT




, by the CZM, assuming a transition from CDM to CZM for a given value of damage DT reached at x0.
The length of the bar, L, has no effect on the results as it is much longer than the size of the localization
zone, so we use L = 1.0 m for simplicity. We assume a uniform monotonic increasing strain ε, which indicates
a monotonic increasing e˜ = e = ε before strain localization in the 1D bar occurs. The maximum diffuse
damage Dhom in equation (41) corresponds to the damage value reached at the peak stress –strain softening
onset– in Fig. 4(a), and can be computed by solving dσdε = 0, leading to
max(εhom) = 0.0238 and Dhom = 0.5093 . (46)
From this value, the system of Eqs. (39-42) completed by Eq. (45) can be solved and the obtained results
are presented in Fig. 4(b). This figure illustrates the relation between the traction and the displacement
jump of the CZM to be equivalent to the CDM. However this figure is only valid when high damage values
arise in the localization zone since the approximated equivalent strain distribution e˜(x) (45) is only valid
for high damage state. For the considered damage model it was found that the approximation is within
1% error for damage ≥ 0.988 in the localization zone. The evolution of the stress (41) in terms of Dmax is
illustrated in Fig. 4(c). Assuming a transition from CDM to CZM when a given value of damage DT is
reached at x0, the TSL model can be constructed from the stress σT reaches at the transition point, see Fig.
4(c), and from the remaing energy per unit surface, φS, to be dissipated. This latter value can be computed
from (32) and its dependance with DT is illustrated in Fig. 4(d).
The σ − JuK and φS–DT relations are ready to be used in the transition from a continuous CDM to a
discontinuous CZM in the simulation of fracture.
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2.3. Transition from a CDM to a CZM in a 3D setting
The approach follows the one-dimensional setting developed previously and is applied to three dimen-
sional cases by assuming that the equations of the one dimensional problem are representative of the line
perpendicular to the crack front. What remains to be defined is the criterion governing this shift in the
expression of the resulting TSL in a 3D setting.
As developed by other researchers [32, 28, 38, 39], the crack nucleation can be governed by a critical
transition damage DT. The crack propagation direction is either pre-defined, such as in the intrinsic cohesive
model, or evaluated through the damage gradient, such as in xFEM framework or when using remeshing
techniques.
In this work, although the cracking path is not pre-defined, the crack propagation needs to follow the
element boundaries. If we use the critical damage DT to trigger crack initiation, the elements may burst
apart since the critical damage can be reached on every boundary of a single element. Physically, once a
crack form there is unloading in the neighboring elements and a crack cannot be formed on every side of a
single element in the static case. Therefore, we assume that the crack nucleation at an interface element is
governed by the effective stress
σˆeff =
{ √
σˆ2 + β−2τˆ2 if σˆ > 0
1
β  |τˆ | − η|σˆ|  if σˆ < 0
, (47)
where σˆ = n · σˆ · n and τˆ = √n · σˆ ·n · σˆ − σˆ2 are respectively the normal and tangent components of the
effective surface traction t¯1−D at the interface. These components are computed from the effective stress
tensor (11), the parameter β = KIICKIC assigns different weights to the mode I and mode II crack opening, η
is the friction coefficient of the material, and the operator  •  refers to the positive value, i.e. zero in
case the argument is negative. Equation (47) implicitly accounts for the different behaviors of the material
under tension and compression.
Once, the effective cohesive stress reaches the critical effective strength, i.e. σˆeff > σC the fracture
framework substitutes to the damage one, and the TSL constructed in Section 2.2.4 is used to evaluate the
traction t¯ between the crack lips. For simplicity we consider a linear TSL [20, 47] as illustrated in Figure
1(b) to evaluate the traction t¯ between the crack lips. As discussed in [48] the shape of the cohesive law
is not the main governing factor of the fracture response, so for simplicity we select a linear TSL. This is
particularly justified in this work as the transition from CDM to CZM occurs at high values of the damage.
However, in this paper we do not have to account for the triaxiality effect in the cohesive model. Indeed
the cohesive zone being activated for high damage values only, the apparent Poisson effect is almost nonex-
istent at the transition onset. As the effect of stress-triaxiality in a cohesive model is directly related to the
Poisson effect [49], there is no need to introduce the stress triaxiality in the TSL. However in a future work
we will extend our work to other damage models as the Gurson one for ductile materials [50]. In that case it
might be necessary to introduce the crack for lower values of the damage. Also, the Gurson model will not
reduce the Poisson effect. For these reasons the cohesive model will have to consider the stress triaxiality
effect by accounting for the in-plane stretch as proposed in [49, 51].
The effective surfaces separation ∆∗ is evaluated from the surface opening vector ∆∗ by
∆∗ =
√
 ∆n 2 +β2∆t2 , (48)
where ∆n = JuK · n is the separation along the interface element normal n, and where ∆t = JuK −∆nn is
the separation along the interface element tangent t = JuK−∆nn‖JuK−∆nn‖ .
The linear cohesive law, shown in Fig. 1(b), includes an irreversible softening part during the crack
opening and a reversible part if a crack unloading occurs. In the latter, the reversible path consists in a line
segment which connects the origin with the point corresponding to the maximum opening reached (∆∗max,











for ∆˙∗ < 0, or ∆∗ < ∆max ,
(49)
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where DT is the damage at crack initiation. However, for small ∆max a reversible unloading is not allowed
in order to avoid instabilities in the explicit time integration.











for σˆ > 0 ,
t¯β
|∆∗t |
∆∗ t for σˆ < 0 .
(50)
Note that at fracture initiation as the effective opening is zero, the ratio
∆∗n
∆∗ and the ratio
|∆∗t |
∆∗ are respectively
initialized to σˆ0(1−DT)σC and
τˆ0
β(1−DT)σC , with σˆ0 the normal part of the surface traction at fracture initiation
and with τˆ0 the tangential part of the surface traction at fracture initiation, see Eq. (47).
Finally the transition from the damage model to a crack is combined with a threshold in the damage
evolution of the CDM. Indeed, physically, the material should be elastically unloaded on the crack lips
during the crack opening. However in the strain-softening stage of the CDM, during the crack opening the
material could be unloaded by increasing the damage or elastically. To force the elastic unloading in that
case the damage evolution is limited to the transition damage value DT.
3. Hybrid non-local implicit Discontinuous Galerkin/extrinsic cohesive law framework
Once the CDM-CZM transition theoretical background is defined, one remaining problem is its im-
plementation in an efficient parallel framework. In this section we develop an energetically rigorous and
computationally efficient way to introduce a crack in the non-local implicit CDM resolution by combining
the extrinsic cohesive law with a discontinuous Galerkin (DG) approach. The DG method is developed to
solve the non-local CDM weak formulation, following classical derivations of DG methods for (non-linear)
elliptic equations, see [52, 53, 54, 55, 56] among many others, while accounting for the existence of cracked
surfaces within the continuum as suggested in [22, 23, 24, 25]. In this hybrid non-local DG/ECL method,
interface elements are therefore inserted between bulk elements at the beginning of the simulation and con-
tinuity before the transition to the CZM is ensured by having recourse to the consistent DG interface terms.
The extrinsic cohesive law developed in Section 2.3 can thus be integrated on the already existing interface
elements without requiring mesh topology changes. The framework allows a high scalability to be reached
for a parallel implementation.
Let Ω ⊂ R3 be a body subjected to the force per unit mass b and with its boundary surface Γ including
two parts: the Dirichlet boundary denoted by ΓD, on which the displacement u is prescribed by u¯, and the
Neumann boundary denoted by ΓN, on which the traction is prescribed by t¯. One always has Γ=ΓD ∪ ΓN
and ΓD ∩ ΓN = ∅. Assuming small displacements u, the continuum governing equations read
ρu¨ = ∇ · σT + ρb in Ω , and (51)
e = e˜−∇ · (c∇e˜) in Ω , (52)
where ρ is the density, and where the second set of equations results from the implicit non-local Eq. (16)
presented in Section 2.1.2.
These equations are completed by the following spacial boundary conditions
u = u¯ on ΓD , (53)
σ ·n = t¯ on ΓN , and (54)
(c∇e˜) ·n = 0 on Γ . (55)
On the uncracked part of the body the exact solution (uexact , e˜exact) of the strong form (51-55) is continuous,
and so its derivative. So considering any uncracked surface in the body ΓU ∈ Ω impliesq
uexact
y
= 0 on ΓU , Je˜exactK = 0 on ΓU , (56)q
σexact
y
= 0 on ΓU , and Jc∇e˜exactK = 0 on ΓU . (57)
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In these equations we have considered the jump operator. This jump operator and the average operator are
defined on an interface lying in the body, which separates the parts arbitrarily denoted “plus” and “minus”,
by respectively J•K = [•+ − •−] and 〈•〉 = 1
2
[•+ + •−] . (58)
Considering a cracked surface inside the body ΓC ∈ Ω, the strong form (51-57) is completed by the
governing equation, in terms of the surface traction t¯ = σ · n, on the crack lips
Jt¯K = 0 on ΓC , (59)
t¯ = ‖t¯‖ ≤ t¯max on ΓC , (60)
(t¯max − t¯)
{
> 0 if ∆˙∗ < 0 or ∆∗ < ∆∗max
= 0 if ∆˙∗ > 0 and ∆∗ = ∆∗max
on ΓC , (61)
(c∇e˜) ·n = 0 on ΓC , (62)
where t¯ represents the surface traction amplitude between the crack lips, where ∆∗ is the opening of the
crack, and where t¯max is the surface traction amplitude at the maximum crack opening ∆
∗
max reached during
the fracture process. Equation (62) assumes that once the crack is introduced in the discretization, the crack
surfaces act as free boundaries with regards to the non-local implicit equations.
The finite element discretization of the body reads Ω =
⋃
e Ω¯
e, where Ω¯e is the union of the open element
domain Ωe with its boundary Γe. Here the symbol Ω is used to represent the body and its discretization
for simplicity. The weak form of Equations (51-55) is established by approximating the unknows fields
on Ω with a polynomial approximation (u, e˜). Contrarily to a continuous Galerkin approximation, which
requires continuous interpolations, the DG approach only requires an element–wise continuous polynomial
approximation, i.e. (u, e˜) ∈ C0 (Ωe). Thus the trial functions wu and we˜, of the displacement and of the
non-local fields respectively, are also discontinuous across the element interfaces on the internal boundary of
the body ΓI = [
⋃
e Γ
e] \Γ. In the context of the hybrid DG/ECL approach herein extended to the non-local
implicit formulation, the internal boundary ΓI includes uncracked surfaces ΓIU = ΓI ∩ ΓU on which the
strong form (56-57) holds, and cracked surfaces ΓIC = ΓI ∩ ΓC on which the strong form (59-62) holds.
The linear momentum balance is enforced in a weighted–average sense by multiplying the strong form
(51-52) by suitable test functions, respectively wu and we˜, and by integrating by parts on each element
instead of performing this integration on the uncracked domain as it is usually performed for a continuous
Galerkin approximation. Using traditional DG considerations for elliptic equations to treat the uncracked
part of the body, see [52] e.g. for details, and defining t¯− as the surface traction evaluated on the minus
side of the cracked surfaces, lead to the weak form∫
Ω
(ρu¨ ·wu + σ :∇wu) dV +
∫
ΓIC
JwuK · t¯− (JuK) ds+∫
ΓIU





wu · t¯ds , (63)∫
Ω








where n− is the outward unit surface normal of the “minus” element.
In the formulation (63-64), neither the inter–element field continuity is enforced across the uncracked
surfaces ΓIU, nor the stability of the method. The compatibility equations u
− − u+ = 0 and e˜− − e˜+ = 0
are enforced on ΓIU using the so–called symmetrization terms and sufficiently large quadratic stabilization
terms. With the addition of the quadratic terms, the fields jumps are stabilized in the numerical solution,
while the symmetrization terms lead to an optimal convergence rate with respect to the mesh size. The final
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weak formulation of the problem is stated as finding (u , e˜) such that∫
Ω
(ρu¨ ·wu + σ :∇wu) dV +
∫
ΓIC
JwuK · t¯− (JuK) ds+∫
ΓIU











wu · t¯ds , (65)∫
Ω







c〉 ·n− Je˜K ds+ ∫
ΓIU
Je˜K 〈c∇we˜〉 ·n−ds = ∫
Ω
ewe˜dV , (66)
∀ (wu , we˜) kinematically admissible. In this set of equations, hs is the mesh size and βs is the penalty
parameter for stabilization. In Eq. (65) the elastic operator C has been used instead of the algorithmic
operator ∂σ∂ε . Indeed, in order to ensure the stability of the method, the quadratic terms cannot vanish,
which would be the case with the latter choice during the strain softening.
In the weak form (65-66), the stress tensor σ is obtained from the elastic damage model reported in
Section 2.1.2, with the damage evolution (14). The traction on cracked surfaces follows the governing
equation (50) constructed in Section 2.3 from the strength and energy defined in Section 2.2.4.
In this DG/ECL framework, both the DG surface terms ΓIU and the CZM terms ΓIC are integrated
using interface elements. Considering initially a Gauss point on such an uncracked interface, the onset of
fracture is detected following Section 2.3, and when this criterion is met, a crack nucleates. This Gauss
point is thus no longer associated to the uncracked surface ΓIU, but to the cracked part ΓIC. Practically,
only the governing law (from DG to TSL) is substituted at crack initiation, which prevents mesh or topology
modifications and makes the implementation computationally efficient.2
4. Finite element discretization and resolution
In this section the weak formulation (65-66) of the non-local implicit DG/ECL framework is taken as the
basis for the finite element discretization. A staggered resolution scheme is also proposed before discussing
the numerical properties of the method.
2For completeness, in the context of the DG formulation one slight change has to be done in the definition of the effective
opening ∆∗ (48) evaluated from the surface opening vector ∆∗ to account for the jumps Ju0K existing in the DG formulation
that precedes to the crack insertion. The effective opening (48) is redefined as
∆∗ =
√
 ∆∗n 2 +β2∆∗t 2 , (67)
where ∆∗n and ∆∗t are redefined as  JuK
∗ = JuK− JuK0
∆∗n = JuK∗ · n
∆∗t = JuK∗ · t . (68)




4.1. Finite element formulation
The displacement mapping u and the effective strain e˜ are approximated by the same interpolation in




Na(X )ua , wu(X ) =
N∑
a=1




Na(X)e˜a , we˜(X ) =
N∑
a=1
Na(X )δe˜a , (70)
where Na is the traditional shape function corresponding to the node a ∈ {1, ..., N}, with N being the









vector regrouping the degrees of freedom of the whole mesh. In the presented framework the unknown
fields, the arbitrary trial functions, and the shape functions are discontinuous across the elements interfaces.
Applying the discretization process, the finite-element forces can be computed, see Appendix B for
details, and the weak form (65-66) reduces to a set of ordinary differential equations to be integrated in the
time interval T , which are expressed in the matrix form as
Mu¨ + fu int(q) + fu I(q) = fu ext ∀t ∈ T , (71)
fe˜ int(q)− fe int(q) + fe˜ I(q) = 0 ∀t ∈ T , (72)
where M is the discretized mass matrix, and where the expressions of fu int, fu I, fu ext, respectively the
internal, interface and external force vectors related to the displacement field and fe˜ int, fe int, fe˜ I, respectively
the non-local internal, local internal and non-local interface force vectors related to the non-local effective
degrees of freedom, are reported in Appendix B. The set of Eqs. (71) is completed by the initial conditions
ua(t = 0) = 0 and u˙a(t = 0) = va0 , where v
a
0 are the initial nodal velocities. The time interval of interest T
is discretized into time steps and the integration is accomplished through an incremental solution procedure
in each time interval [tn, tn+1].






































δe˜ = fe int(q
i) + fe˜ I(q
i)− fe˜ int(qi) , (74)
where the K... are the different contributions to the stiffness matrix whose expressions are reported in
















fu ext − fu int(qi)− fu I(qi)
fe int(q





where Kuu = Kuu int + Kuu I, Kue˜ = Kue˜ int + Kue˜ I, Ke˜u = Ke˜u int −Keu int + Ke˜u I, and Ke˜e˜ = Ke˜e˜ int −
Kee˜ int + Ke˜e˜ I, fint is the discretized internal forces vector, fI is the discretized interface forces vector, and
where fext is the discretized external forces vector.
On the one hand, assuming no inertial effects, this system can be solved in a fully coupled way using
a tradition static non-linear solver. On the other hand, the dynamics Eq. (71) can be integrated using an
explicit time integration. The scheme considered herein is the second-order accurate Hulbert–Chung time
integration [57], which exhibits numerical dissipation. Knowing the solution at time tn, the solution at time
























− βM ]u¨nb + ∆t2βM u¨n+1b , (78)
where the parameters αM , βM and γM are defined according to the desired numerical dissipation
3, see [57]
for more details. In this case, the remaining non-local equation of the system (75) becomes
Ke˜e˜δe˜ = fe int(q
i) + fe˜ I(q
i)− fe˜ int(qi) . (79)
This equation does not have to be solved at every explicit time-step as it is unconditionally stable and as
it would induce an over-cost. Practically this last system is resolved every 100-1000 explicit steps. Such a
staggered techniques was previously proposed in [29].
As extensive computations will be required due to the need for fine meshes, the framework is implemented
in parallel in Gmsh [58] following the scalable face–based ghost implementation presented in [25, 27] for
classical mechanics and adapted in a straightforward way to the non-local implicit scheme.
4.2. Numerical properties
The numerical properties, related to the spatial discretization, of the Interior Penalty (IP) formulation
(65-66), before crack onset, i.e. ΓI = ΓIU, can be derived by following exactly the path set for other elliptic
problems [52, 59]. However although the second set of equations (66) is linear, the first set of equations (65) is
not and the properties rigorously hold in the linearized form only. These properties can be summarized as (i)
the method is consistent, i.e. the exact solution of the problem satisfies the equations (65-66), (ii) the method
is stable if the stability parameter βs is larger than a constant that depends on the finite element polynomial
order only, (iii) the convergence with the mesh size hs in the energy norm is at order k− 1 for a polynomial
approximation of order k, and (iv) the convergence with the mesh size hs in the L
2-norm is at order k+1 for
a polynomial approximation of order k. Finally, the explicit time-integration (76-78) is conditionally stable
and the time step should satisfy the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy condition ∆t = tn+1 − tn < ∆tcrit, where
∆tcrit is the critical time-step, which is divided by
√
βs compared to the usual critical time step to account




where ΩS ≤ 2 is the stability non-dimensional frequency
of the time-integration algorithm [57] and cs is the sound speed, see [54].
Concerning the properties related to the crack propagation, as the method corresponds to an extrinsic
CZM, for which the crack path and the dissipated energy converge with the mesh size for unstructured
meshes [40, 41],the hybrid scheme also inherits these properties as it has recently been orally discussed in
[60]. We will demonstrate in the numerical application that the results are insensitive with the mesh size.
Note that it has been pointed out that the reversible unloading curve of the CZM cannot be too steep not
to affect the method stability [25].
3To be stable, a time integration algorithm must either conserve the system energy or dissipate part of it during a time–step
computation. Depending on the selected parameters, the Hulbert–Chung algorithm either conserves the energy or numerically
dissipates its higher frequencies contributions. In the latter, this so–called numerical dissipation stabilizes the simulation as
oscillations related to the purely numerical modes are damped.
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5. Numerical applications
In this section the effect of the transition criterion is first investigated on the Compact-Tension specimen
(CTS). Then the results for the Double-Notched specimen (DNS) are compared for different mesh sizes.
5.1. Compact-Tension specimen
The geometry of the specimen is given in Fig. 5(a), and the dimensions are W = 50 mm, an = 10 mm
and thickness t = 3.8 mm. The reference experimental results come from the benchmark work of Geers [6],












Figure 5: The Compact-Tension specimen. (a) Geometry with W = 50 mm, an = 10 mm and thickness t = 3.8 mm. (b)
Partitioned mesh with the different partitions in different colors.
Table 1: Material properties and models parameters [6].
Elastic material properties, Eq. (11)
Young’s modulus E 3.2 [GPa]
Poisson’s ratio ν 0.28










The material follows an isotropic linear elastic constitutive law enhanced by a non-local damage model.
Its properties and the parameters of the applied model are summarized in Table 1 [6]. The 3D finite element
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Table 2: CDM-CZM transition parameters [6].
First set
Effective critical stress σC 1767 [MPa]
1D-equivalent damage DT 0.99
Remaining energy φS 8.79 [kJ/m
2]
Mix-mode ratio β 0.87
Second set
Effective critical stress σC 604.2 [MPa]
1D-equivalent damage DT 0.95
Remaining energy φS 14.4 [kJ/m
2]
Mix-mode ratio β 0.87
Third set
Effective critical stress σC 239.9 [MPa]
1D-equivalent damage DT 0.85
Remaining energy φS 17.66 [kJ/m
2]
Mix-mode ratio β 0.87
model of half of the specimen4 is meshed with 6320 10-node tetrahedra with quadratic interpolations for
the displacements and for the non-local field. A finer discretization is always applied in the band where the
crack is expected to initiate and propagate, while a coarse mesh is used far away from this damage process
zone. The loading pins are modeled with elastic quarters of cylinder, with a high stiffness (Young modulus
E = 30GPa) compared to the specimen material, to avoid tensile forces transmission between the specimen
and the pins. It would be more rigorous to use springs with rigid compression stiffness and zero tensile
stiffness to model the loading pins as proposed in [6]. Therefore, an error might be introduced due to the
loading model. The mesh is partitioned on 48 processors. Fig. 5(b) illustrates the FE model used in the
simulations. The displacements of the axes of the cylinders are controlled in the vertical direction –in other
directions the displacements of these axes are constrained to zero– and the rotation of the specimen around
the loading axes is allowed.
The transition from the CDM to the CZM has now to be fully characterized. This transition is defined
by a value of the effective critical stress σC, following Section 2.3. In a 1D setting, this corresponds to
applying the shift at a damage value DT obtained accordingly to Fig. 4(c). The remaining energy per unit
crack surface φS to be dissipated by the CZM is obtained following Fig. 4(d). Three sets of parameters are
successively studied and are reported in Table 25. Remember that these results have been obtained assuming
the transition occurs at a high damage value. The first set corresponds to a transition at the higher damage
and satisfies the assumption required for the approximation carried out in Section 2.2.4, leading to less than
1 % error. Two other transition parameter sets correspond to lower values of the transition damage and
thus to a higher error.
The evolution of the loading force (at the pins and for the full specimen) in terms of the relative dis-
placement between the two loading pins is reported in Fig. 6(a) for the three different set of transition
parameters. In this figure the experimental results [6]6 obtained and the result obtained for a pure CDM
simulation without crack insertion are also reported for comparison purpose. The numerical solution cor-
responding to the first set of transition parameters, i.e. for DT = 0.99, are in good agreements with the
experimental results during the loading and softening phase. The only difference is the peak loading which
is slightly lower. As the deviation with the experimental results appears before the crack initiation, the
4For symmetry reasons only half of the thickness is considered
5As usually done for cohesive model a scatter of 5 % in the critical stress is consider to avoid fracturing all the Gauss points
at the same step.
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(b) Effect of residual CZM energy
Figure 6: Comparison of the force vs. displacement curves obtained for the Compact-Tension specimen (a) for different sets of
transition parameters and (b) for different residual energy in the CZM (φ∗S the remaining energy in the CZM actually applied
is a part of the consistent value φS).
difference is due to the model (loading pins) and not to the CDM-CZM transition. This demonstrates
that the transition from CDM to CZM is achieved without loss or jump in the energy, which ensures the
accuracy of the method. For the second set of parameters, i.e. for DT = 0.95, the crack is initiated before
the structural strain softening onset, but because of the introduction of a higher energy φS in the CZM,
the force keeps increasing and overall dissipates a comparable amout of energy. Finally for the third set of
parameters, i.e. DT = 0.85, the crack initiates well before the structrual strain softening onset but the load
keeps increasing although the peak value is lower than for the other results. This is explained by the error
introduced in the approximation carried out in Section 2.2.4 to determine the parameters of the CZM, but
also because the energy is extracted from a 1D model which does not consider the triaxiality, leading to a
lower dissipation energy [49] for lower damage transition values. As a general observation, introducing the
crack earlier leads to a lower force during the strain softening stage although the difference becomes smaller
at the end of the simulation, the three curves converging for a relative displacement of 6 mm. Note that
the simulation without crack introduction leads to a curve lower than for a transition at DT = 0.99 as the
damage zone keeps getting wider as no crack is introduced. This is illustrated in the following snapshots
and this spurious damage zone extension was already identified in [6].
In order to study the effect of the CZM at the damage to crack transition, simulations in which the residual
energy φS is set to zero, i.e. the crack surfaces remain stress-free after the transition, are also carried out
for DT = 0.95 and for DT = 0.99. However for a transition at DT = 0.95, when such a stress-free crack
initiates the loss of energy balance causes the simulation to diverge (no convergence of the Newton–Raphson
iterations related to the non-local equations) and a dummy cohesive zone is thus considered with an energy
to dissipate φ∗S equal to 20 % of the correct energy φS reported in Table 2. The loading responses are reported
in Fig. 6(b) where it can be seen that neglecting the remaining cohesive energy results in a sharp decrease
of the loading curve followed by oscillations as compared to the corresponding consistent transition models
which consider the correct energy φS in the CZM. As expected, this sharp decrease is more pronounced
when the crack initiates sooner for DT = 0.95 as the missing energy is higher. This example demonstrates
the requirement to introduce a CZM upon the damage to crack transition, for the numerical stability of the
simulations, but also to respect the physics.
The damage distribution predicted by a simulation without crack introduction (pure CDM) and the
damage predictions predicted by the simulations with two sets of transition parameters are successively
illustrated for the relative loading pins displacements of 2, 3, 4 and 6 mm in Figs. 7, 8, 9 and 10, respectively.
For d = 2 mm, although the crack has already initiated for the lowest damage transition parameter, see
Fig. 6(a), the crack opening remains small, see Figs. 7(c) and 7(d), and the damage distribution remains
similar as for the other set of transition parameters, Figs. 7(e)-7(f), and as when no crack is introduced,
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Figure 7: Damage representation in the Compact-Tension specimen at a pins-relative displacements d = 2 mm for the different
transition parameters. Right column: Zoom around the notched area.
Figs. 7(a)-7(b) –note that the scales are different explaining why the damage zone seems slightly wider for
the DT = 0.85. Because of the non-local approach the damage does not localize to single elements but is
distributed around the notch. For a relative pins displacement d = 3 mm, the crack has propagated for
the lower damage transition parameters and has just initiated for the higher one, see Figs. 8(c)-8(f). One
more time the damage zone is comparable for the three simulations. During the structural softening stage
at d = 4 mm, Fig. 9, and at d = 6 mm, Fig. 10, the crack keeps propagating with a further extension
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Figure 8: Damage representation in the Compact-Tension specimen at a pins-relative displacements d = 3 mm for the different
transition parameters. Right column: Zoom around the notched area.
for the lowest damage transition parameter DT = 0.85. However both the crack opening and the damage
zones remain comparable for the three simulations. Note that when allowing damage to reach high values,
one element is distorted due to the high value of damage reached, but without impeding on the numerical
results. Such a detachment of a single element is common with the use of the cohesive zone method and is
known as “dust element”.
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Figure 9: Damage representation in the Compact-Tension specimen at a pins-relative displacements d = 4 mm for the different
transition parameters. Right column: Zoom around the notched area.
5.2. Double-Notched specimen
The Double-Notched specimen (DNS) is now considered to assess the initiation of multiple cracks and
the mesh dependency. The geometry and the boundary conditions of the specimen are illustrated in Fig.
11(a), and the dimensions are a = 50 mm, rc = 5 mm, r1 = 10 mm, r2 = 12.5 mm, and thickness t = 5 mm.
The material is the same as for the CTS test with the properties and the parameters summarized in
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Figure 10: Damage representation in the Compact-Tension specimen at a pins-relative displacements d = 6 mm for the different
transition parameters. Right column: Zoom around the notched area.
Table 1. The 3D finite element model of half of the specimen7. The mesh is partitioned on 64 processors.
Different meshes are successively considered. A coarse mesh with 10300 quadratic 10-node tetrahedra with
a mesh size at the notches equal to 0.8 mm as illustrated in Fig. 11(b), a medium mesh of 34500 quadratic










(a) Geometry (b) Coarse Mesh
(c) Medium Mesh (d) Fine Mesh
Figure 11: The Double-Notched specimen. (a) Geometry and boundary conditions with a = 50 mm, rc = 5 mm, r1 = 10 mm,
r2 = 12.5 mm, and thickness t = 5 mm. (b) Partitioned coarse mesh, (c) medium mesh, and (d) fine mesh, with the different
partitions in different colors.
10-node tetrahedra with the element size at the notches equal to 0.4 mm as illustrated in Fig. 11(c), and
a fine mesh of 53291 quadratic 10-node tetrahedra with the element size at the notches equal to 0.3 mm as
illustrated in Fig. 11(c). A finer discretization is always applied in the band where the cracks are expected
to initiate and propagate, while a coarse mesh is used far away from this damage process zone. Crack
transition is set for a corresponding damage equal to DT = 0.85.
The evolutions of the force with respect to the boundary displacement is reported in Fig. 12 for the
three mesh sizes. As it can be seen a decrease in the stiffness of the sample happens around u = 0.5 mm
and the crack appears for a displacement of u = 0.65 mm. The result remains insensitive from the mesh
size, even during the softening stage of the response. The only difference that can be seen are numerical
oscillations, resulting from the time-integration, which increase with the mesh refinement.
The deformations obtained for the medium mesh of the DNS and for an upper boundary displacement
of 0.5 mm are illustrated in Fig. 13. The damage distribution remains confined to the notch areas and
the displacement distribution shows a regular gradient. However for a boundary displacement of u = 1
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Figure 12: Force vs. displacement curves obtained for the Double-Notched specimen.
exhibits a localization in that zone, see Fig. 14(a), with an almost constant displacement on each side of
the localization band. For this boundary displacement the cracks have initiated at both notches. For a
boundary displacement of u = 1.5 mm, the two cracks have propagated within the localization zone, see
Fig. 15. Additional cracks have appeared at the center of the specimen within the localization band. As the
mesh is fine the alignement of these cracks is close to the direction of this localization band as there exist
enough possibilities for the cohesive elements to open.
6. Conclusions
In this work the hybrid DG/extrinsic cohesive law framework is extended to the damage to crack chal-
lenge.
The simulations start considering a non-local damage material model implemented following a DG ap-
proach. Such a regularized damage model allows complex degradation processes to be simulated without
suffering from a mesh dependence issue. However with such a CDM model, large element distortions arise
as a result of the stress-carrying capacity loss of the constitutive material response, which disagree with the
physical reality but also hurt the numerical convergence of the simulation.
The CDM model is thus locally substituted by a CZM to introduce a crack discontinuity. The construction
of an energetically consistent TSL in the CZM is based on the theoretical energy equivalence between the
non-local damage mechanics continuous model and the discontinuous model for a 1D setting. In this paper
only the case of elastic damage is considered and a simple transition criterion based on the effective stress
is developed. This criterion is applied at the interface elements and the direction of the crack propagation
is thus only governed by the structural response, i.e. no direction criterion is required.
The transition between the CDM and the CZM is made possible and computationally efficient in a
parallel framework because of the DG formulation of the non-local damage model. Indeed because of the
existence of interface elements since the very beginning of the simulation and of the consistency of the DG
model the limitations of usual CZM are avoided, i.e. either the difficulty of inserting them on–the–fly with
the extrinsic method or the modification of structure compliance with the intrinsic method.
The method was validated on the CTS test by comparing the effect of the transition criterion. It was
found that the peak value obtained for the structural response is independant from the damage value at
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Figure 13: Double-notched specimen with a medium discretization and for a boundary displacement of 0.5 mm: (a) Displace-
ment field, (b) Damage distribution.
which the crack is inserted. The begining part of the softening reponse was slightly lower when introducing
the crack earlier as the compliance of the structure increases. However the tail of the response was found
to be insensitive of the damage to crack transition. The introduction of the crack prevents the artificial
extension of the damage zone arising with a pure non-local damage approach.
The effect of the mesh size was studied on the DNS. The initiation of a crack at both notches was
captured for all the mesh sizes considered and the structural response was found to be independant of this
mesh size.
The current limitations of the work are the small deformations setting and the elastic-damage assump-
tion. In a future work it is intended to develop a large deformation formalism considering more complex
damage models. This will require to extend the hybrid DG/ECL formalism, but also to define new energetic
equivalence models between the more developed CDM and the CZM. Moreover when considering ductile
materials, it might be necessary to introduce the crack for lower values of the damage, as this is observed
experimetally. Thus the cohesive model will have to consider the stress triaxiality effect by accounting for
the in-plane stretch as proposed in [49, 51].
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Appendix A. Linearization of the elastic-damage model
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Figure 14: Double-notched specimen with a medium discretization and for a boundary displacement of 1 mm: (a) Displacement
field, (b) Damage distribution.
where the missing terms ∂D∂ε and
∂D
∂e˜ can be derived from the applied damage model. Finally, the linearization




· δε = C eu · δε , (A.2)
where ∂e∂ε depends on the definition of the chosen equivalent strain.
Appendix B. Formulation of the finite element forces
The weak formulation (65-66) of the non-local implicit DG/ECL framework is taken as the basis for the
finite element discretization. Applying the discretization (69-70) in the weak form (65-66) leads directly to





















































c〉 ·n− Je˜KNa±ds . (B.6)
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Figure 15: Double-notched specimen with a medium discretization and for a boundary displacement of 1.5 mm: (a) Displace-
ment field, (b) Damage distribution.




of the + and − elements sharing the same interface and the same nodes a, although the degrees
of freedom at the same node for the two elements are distinct. This is a particularity of the presented
implementation, which duplicates the degrees of freedom at a common node instead of duplicating the
nodes at common interfaces as this is usually done for cohesive methods.
In the integration above the shape functions Na explicitly used are the ones of the volume elements and
they are evaluated at the integration points of the interface elements. Due to the symmetrization terms all
the nodes of the 2 neighboring tetrahedra have force contributions, and not only the nodes of the common
interface. The evaluation of the interface forces requires a full 6-point integration at the interface element
in order to avoid spurious penetration modes as shown in [54].
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